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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Luis Tovar Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 7885 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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&#34;salsa&#34;
It is a danceable musical genre, performed mainly with trumpets, piano, bass, cuatro, bongo, timpani, saxophone,
among other instruments. 

1 a
1 TO ( One to ): Used to refer to something that is of very good quality, which is excellent, first class.

1a persona
The first person is the grammatical category that refers to a person who speaks in pronouns and verbs of a statement.
Examples: " I 34, " " us;   " " " singing sing 34.

1a persona
In the Catholic religion, the first person of the Trinity is father ( ) father, son and holy spirit.

1° de mayo
Mayday is the name of a district of the municipality of Soledad, Atlántico, Colombia; It is located in the boundaries of that
municipality with the city of Barranquilla.

24452542
In words: twenty-four million four hundred fifty-two thousand five hundred forty and two.

3 and 1
3 and 1 (three and one): is the title of a song of the genre "salsa" performed by Pete Rodriguez and his magnificent the
Orchestra.  In Spanish means: three and one (3 / 1)

38 corto
The revolver 38 short is a semi-automatic handgun in low weight and size, which is characterized by lead ammunition in
a drum, and have clipped Cannon, as its name implies.

38 corto
The revolver 38 short is a semi-automatic handgun in low weight and size, which is characterized by lead ammunition in
a drum, and have clipped Cannon, as its name implies.

38 largo
The 38 long colt, also called 38 Special is a semi-automatic handgun, which is characterized by lead ammunition in a
drum, and have long-barreled. The revolver 38 long best-known is Smith Wesson Special.

4 r
4 r is incorrectly written, and should be written as "4G" being its meaning:<br>In telecommunications, 4G stands for
fourth generation mobile technologies.

45 rpm



A 45 Revolutions Per Minute (45RPM) record is a small vinyl record on which two songs were recorded, one on side A
and one on side B.  It was also known as a "single" album. 

47
Forty-seven ( 47 ) is the number that follows forty-six in its order (46 ) and precedes forty-eight ( 48).

90 60 90
They are the perfect measurements of a woman. Bust: 90 cm; waist: 60 cm; Hip: 90 cm ( 90-60-90 ).

a bola
A Bola is the name of a sports newspaper published in Lisbon (Portugal). 

a caballo
Definition of the expression "on horseback" : 1-Mounted on a cavalry .   2- The steak on horseback is a culinary
preparation consisting of a piece of sofrita meat with onion and tomato, which is served with two fried eggs and can be
accompanied with cooked cassava, French potatoes or patacones. 

a cachete
to cheek is incorrectly written and should write is as "of cheek" being its meaning:<br>It is an adverbial phrase that
means: free, free of charge, without spending a single penny.

a calzón quitado
Talk to Calzón removed is to speak bluntly, head-on, without hesitation.

a calzón quitao
Talk to Calzón got is to talk openly and front or hesitation.

a capela
A capela: is the form of singing without the accompaniment of instruments.

a carta cabal
Adjectival expression that applies to the man and the woman who act with honesty, honesty; which are intact, spotless,
correct, etc.

a contramano
Away to the customary or established or prescribed by the transit authority. Synonym: At cross purposes.

a crédito
Credit is a financial transaction where a person or financial institution lends a certain amount of money to another
person called " debtor " in which the latter undertakes to return the amount requested in time or term defined according
to the conditions laid down for the loan, plus interest accrued, insurance and associated costs if any.

a cuchillar



to cuchillar it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "stab" being its meaning:<br>Stab: vb. Wounding with a
knife, with a blade, a knife or any other melee weapon or cortopulzante.

a deshora
It is an adverbial expression that means: out of time. For example: eat suddenly.

a deshora
In time inappropriate or not suitable.

a diario
It is an adverbial expression meaning : every day, every day.

a dónde?
Where?: (Interrogative sentence ) It is an adverb that means " where ": " where are you going?  " I asked my mother to
see me go. You can also write " where?  ".

a empellones
It is an adverbial expression. Literally means: to nudge, force, violence, sharply.

a escondidas
Hidden: A escondidillas, so hidden: "They went to hidden ".

a granel
Bulk: ( Advisor.  ) 1 talking about tiny things, like cereals, etc., without order or measure. 2 in the case of genres,
unpackaged, unpacked.

a la bulla de los cocos
In Colombia, do something to the racket of coconuts, is to do it lightly, without thinking, to the crazy.

a la inversa
Conversely: ( l. Advisor.  )  On the contrary, the other way around.

a la ligera
Lightly: quickly; in a hurry and without care.

a la loca
To the insane: A the topa tolondra, without thinking.

a la machota
In the colloquial language, doing something to the brave is doing wrong, without care, without aesthetics.

a la postre



In the end, finally.

a la rumba
The party, at the bembé.

a la vista
1 in a visible place or in a manner that might be. 2. in perspective, predictable: "Jose has a trip to view ".

a las malas
By force, not voluntarily.

a lo macho
To what male: to the male. In Mexico say: " To him mere male ".

a m
A.M.: Stands for before Meridian ( by noon ).

a m
In broadcasting, am stands for amplitude modulated.

a millón
Million: (Colloquial expression )  At full speed, into overdrive: "That vehicle will million 34. Synonym: A thousand.

a moco tendido
Cry hard mucus is crying non stop, crying inconsolably.

a pesar de que
Even though: (loc.  conj.  ) Though.   Example: The young married the boy while his parents were opposed, obviously
did it because she was in love.

a pupitrazo limpio
It is a way in which the senators, deputies and concejas approve any law or any draft agreement screaming and hitting
the desks at the same time.

a qué se dedica el cuentero?
A narrator ( ra ) also called storyteller is someone who tells stories and Fables.

a regañadientes
It is an adverbial phrase that means: with disgust, reluctantly, grumbling.

a toda carrera
Go to any career is go running swiftly.



a toda prisa
It is an adverbial expression that means: quickly, quickly, in a hurry, in a hurry, quickly. 

a todo pulmón
Shout to all lung, is shouting very strong, very high, with all the forces.

a todo pulmón
Shout to all lung, is shouting very strong, very high, with all the forces.

a todo timbal
It is a colloquial expression that means: 1 - at full volume. For example, when a sound like the radio is very high. 2. at
full speed, into overdrive. For example, when a vehicle goes very fast.

a tutiplén
Abundantly, copiously, too much.

abalizar
Custom: (Marit.  )  Point marks a spot in navigable waters.

abatir
Fold: vb. Knock down and kill the predator ( Tiger, Lion, Leopard, etc.  ) an animal of another species ( Buffalo, Zebra,
Gazelle, etc.  ) to feed themselves.  2 To low a Reaver police during a robbery.

abba
Abba, was a Colombian company that produced and distributed a wide variety of appliances. 

abdominoplastia
Abdominoplasty: f. procedure surgery for men and women, usually aesthetic, which is made in order to remove and
remove excess fat and skin from the abdomen, and improve the contour of the same.

abecé
Abecé : ( s .   M.  ) 1- Set of letters or symbols used to write a language.   Synonym : Abecedario .    2- Set of basic
knowledge of a science or an activity.

abiotic
It is an English word which in Spanish translates: abiotic

abogado defensor
In a criminal trial, the defense lawyer is the professional of law responsible for the defense of the accused or the
accused.

abombamiento
Action of curving outwards giving convex shape: moisture has caused the swelling of the wood.



abombar
Bulge: vb. Begin to decompose or damage something.

abombar
Bulge: vb. 1 shape curve. 2. adopt a surface a curved shape: with moisture, wood abombó and now the door will not
close.

abrazo fraterno
It is the embrace between two brothers.

abreboca
A starter ( singular ) It is a small portion of food and drink is taken to open or to stimulate the appetite before a main
meal.

abrebocas
An appetizer ( in plural ) It is an instrument used in dentistry to keep the jaws separated during oral surgery or other
dental procedures.

abreviatura de usted
The abbreviation of you is you

abrir el ojo
It is a colloquial expression that means: observe, watch, be careful, pay attention to something that can be harmful or
which may result in a hazard.

abscisa
Abscissa: f. in mathematics, first two coordinates with which the position of a point is fixed on a plane.

abu dabi
Abu Dhabi, is the name of the capital of the United Arab Emirates.  It has a population of approximately 990. 000
inhabitants . 

abuaitar
Abuaitar is a word that was used by farmers as a synonym for looking. Example: " Abuaita machete to see if it's sharp ".

abundantemente
Abundantly: Advisor. Form abundant, copious way.

abusador virtual
An abuser ( ) virtual, also called molester ( ) online, is a person who, through Internet ( facebook, skype, messenger, etc.
 ) dedicated to commit all kinds of abuse: sexual abuse, harassment, etc.

abuzajo



On the coast of Colombia, abuzajo is a movement or gesture that makes a person who tries to find problems: " We were
very quiet, speaking on the plaza, and soon became the problematic of Darius making abuzajos "

academy
Academy , is a word enters that in Spanish is translated : academy .

acaparador
Hoarder (and hoarder).    Person who hoards . 

acaparadores
Grabbing ( 41 ras; they are unscrupulous people who hoard, enjoy or take over all or most of one thing.

accidentabilidad
Accident, or better accident, is the frequency or rate of road accidents in a city or a country.

accidente de coches
A car accident is a car accident. This expression is used especially in Mexico and Spain, countries in which cars called
car.

accionante
In Colombia, in criminal law, concerning ( or concerning ) It is the person filing an action of Tutela. Ministry action can
occur before any judge of the Republic, and may occur on its own behalf or through a judicial apaderado ( 41 lawyer;

accionante
In Colombia, in criminal law, concerning ( or concerning ) It is the person filing an action of Tutela. Guardianship action
can occur before any judge of the Republic, and may occur on its own behalf or through a legal representative ( 41
lawyer;

accionar delictivo
Operate own an offender or an organization on the fringes of the law. Synonyms: trigger criminal, criminal actions.

acción de gracias
Expression or manifestation of gratitude, usually addressed to God or divinity: mass in Thanksgiving.

acción vandálica
Gang action: Action of a vandal, which is painted walls and walls in public spaces, destroying traffic signals, damaged
benches parks, and destroy urban furniture in general. In Colombia, may apply to the person who incurred such conduct
sanctions referred to in the national police code, which can be arrest and fine.

aceite íntimo
Intimate oil, also called intimate lubricant or intimate gel is a lubricating gel that is mainly used during sexual contact
between a man and a woman, involving anal penetration. 



acelere
Accelerate: Hurry or rush accompanied by desempero and impatience.

acerca de
Expresses the matter in question: the story is about a girl who visits his grandmother.

achantarse
Achantar is: (v.  pron.  ) In Colombia, in the colloquial language, sit, sit back.

achaparrado
Stocky, da: ( adj.  ) Very fat and short person.

achicar agua
Shrink: vb. Remove water from the inside of a vessel, or somewhere that has been flooded because of a downpour.
Given that " shrink " It means to draw water from a place, is redundancy say " bailing water ".

achicopalado
Discouraged, sad, heartbroken.

achicopalar
Achicopalar: vb. Cause sadness, depression and listlessness in a person.

acicalarse
Also means: stroking and indulge each other husband and wife or the bride and groom.  And in some species of
primates is the action of eliminating each other lice, ticks. fleas, etc.

acme
ACME, is a fictitious company that produces a wide variety of products and explosive devices, widely used by El Coyote
to violate the physical integrity of El Correcaminos, in the popular cartoon series.  As a curious fact, The Road Runner
always emerges unscathed from the multiple attacks carried out against him.

acompletar
completing is incorrectly written, and should be written as "complete" as meaning:<br>Complete: vb. Make that a thing is
complete, finished, perfect or full.

acordeonera
Acordeonera: ( adj.  )  A woman who plays the accordion.

acostumbrador
The acostumbrador is a type of inner garment for girls aged between nine and thirteen years.  It is a small bra of soft
tissue, which as its name suggests it serves to make the girl go familiar and accustomed to wear this.

acostumbradores



The acostumbradores are a type of inner garment for girls aged between nine and twelve years. It is a small bra of soft
tissue, which as its name suggests it serves to make the girl go familiar and accustomed to wear this.

acotejar
3D: vb. 1 arrange, arrange, order: "I already acotejé the furniture in the room ". 2 sit, sit back: "My grandfather is acotejó
on the sofa ".

acth
A.C.T.H.: Stands for the English voices Adreno Cortic Thropic Hormone. Adrenocorticotropic hormone, secreted by the
pituitary gland that stimulates the secretion of the adrenal glands.

acth
A.C.T.H.  Acronym of the English voices Adreno Cortic Thropic Hormone. Adrenocorticotropic, secreted by the putuitaria
gandula, hormone which stimulates the secretion of the adrenal glands.

actividad del abastero
An abastero, ra, is the person who acquires live cattle to slaughter them and sell the meat wholesale.   (In Chile and
other countries of South America ).

activo fijo
A fixed asset is an asset of a company that may not become liquid in the short term. They are examples of fixed assets:
real estate, wineries, machinery, office, etc.

actores de la vía
The actors of the road, also called road actors are the people who make use of a public road at a certain time.  Vehicle
drivers, motorcyclists, cyclists, motorcyclists, bikers, bikers, pedestrians, etc.  , are road actors.

actriz porno
A porn star is a model performing erotic acts in films and pornographic videos.

acuaticos
water is incorrectly written and it should be written as "aquatic" being its meaning:<br>Water: (Plural of water ).  1. of
water or related to it: water sport. 2 animal or plant that lives in water.

acuerpado
Acuerpado and acuerpada: person who has great body.

acuicultor
Farmer ( 41 ra;: person who is dedicated to aquaculture.

acurrucarse
Snuggle.    ( v .   Pron.  ) Shrink to shelter from the cold or to hide a little and not be seen. 



adaja
Adaja: River in Spain, tributary of the left bank of the Duero. Passes by Avila. Course: 195 km. approximately.

adaptador hembra
A female adapter is an accessory that has an internal thread and that allows connections to be made in different types of
materials such as valves and taps, or to make a splice with another accessory provided with an external thread, called a
male adapter. 

adaptador macho
A male adapter is an accessory that allows connections to be made in different types of materials such as valves or taps
that are provided with an internal thread.  

adán garcía
Imaginary character of the song of the same name, composed and performed by Rubén Blades, which tells how this
character with a revolver intimidates the cashier of a bank to steal the money. According to song, the wife of Adán
García, read the next day in the newspaper: "The thief used the water of your boy 34 revolver;.

addenda
Addenda: ( 41 Latino voice; Additions or supplements of a written work.

adentrarse
Enter (v.   Pron.  ) Penetrate into the interior of something. 

admirador de gordas
A fan of fat, also called fan of obese, admirer of fat, obesity fan or admirer of fat, is a man who feels great attraction to
obese women. This expression translated in English as " fat admirer " It is widely used in English-speaking countries.

adonías
Adonijah: fourth son of David. He died to dispute the throne to Solomon

adoquinar
Pave.    ( v .   Tr.  )  .    Covering or paving the floor of a street or road with cobblestones. 

adormitar
Abdou: vb.  Snooze, be half asleep, sleep with little sleep.

adry
Adry, is the affectionate way of calling or referring to Adriana. 

adventismo
Adventism: m.  Doctrine religious Protestant, which originated in United States of America at the end of the 19th century;
It is characterized by believing that the second coming of Jesus into the world to establish his final Kingdom is imminent.



adventistas
Adventists: m. and f. Plural. Supporters of Adventism, the United States religious sect founded in 1831, which preaches
a next and second coming of Christ. They practice baptism by immersion and observed abstinence from alcohol among
other rules.

adverbios en mente
Adverbs in mind: also called adverbs of mode, are the words finished in the suffix " 34 mind;. For example: slowly,
apparently, deservedly so, etc.

aeronavegación
Aeronavigation .     ( feminine noun )     Air navigation . 

aeropostale a87
Aeropostale a87 is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aéropostale" being its meaning:<br>Aeropostale is an
American textile company that manufactures and distributes casual or informal clothing.

aerómetro
An air gauge is a device used to measure the density of air and other gases. 

afanarse
Being anxious can: ( vb. pron.   ) Try to get something.

afianzado
Secure: Secured, clung.

afrancesamiento
Francization: ( m.  )  Exaggerated tendency to adopt the ideas or customs of French origin.

afresia
Afresia: f. (Pat.  )  Lack of the sense of smell, either congenital or resulting from a brain injury.

africanizadas
Africanized bees are a kind of very dangerous bees. They are hybrids that they come from the natural crossing of an
African species known as with other species of domestic bees Apis Mellifera Scutellata, especially one known as Apis
Mellifera Iberica. They are killer bees that usually attack humans and other animals.

afro
Afro : 1- Prefix meaning African .    2- ( adj .  ) Refers to African customs and customs.   3- Hairstyle widely used in the
seventies, which consisted of forming a bulging mass of very curly hair that was then combed upwards and sideways,
giving it a round shape similar to a ball.

afrobrasileño
An African is a Brazilian descendant of enslaved people carried Brazil directly from Africa by colonists in that South
American country.



afrocolombianidad
Afrocolombiality is the feeling, nature and character of people born in Colombia, but of African roots or ancestors.

afrocolombiano
Afro-Colombians are the descendants of Africans brought to Colombia as slaves during colonial times.

afrodescendiente
People of African descent are people descendants of the Africans who were abducted in Africa and brought to the
Americas as slaves.

afrovenezolano
The afrovenezolanos are people born in Venezuela, children of Africans taken during colonial times to that country from
Africa, to be enslaved there.

after
After: Translated into the Spanish word of English that means: then.

afugia
Afugia: vicissitude. Distress, anxiety, despair, which is generally related to the financial issue.

agacharse
Squatting a person, i.e., supporting the buttocks on the heels.

agarrar la onda
Grab the wave is understanding, grasp, perceive, understand. Synonym: catch the note.

agarrar por las mechas
Is hold on to someone by the hair.

agarrarse a la piña
In Argentina, cling to the pineapple is cling to shock someone, hold on to trompadas, to slapping.

agarrón
A grab is a brawl, a rina. It can be verbal or physical.

agáchate
On the Colombian Caribbean Coast in popular jargon is called "agachate" to that section or small ventorrillo located in a
market square, where the merchandise is displayed on the floor, so the potential buyer must bend over to take the item.

agca
Agca , is a surname of Turkish origin. 



agente 86
Super Agent 86 was a secret agent working for an imaginary agency called Control.   Actor Don Adams played Maxwell
Smart, Super Agent 86, who called himself "The King of Re-espionage" on the popular TV series.  Super Agent 86
operated sometimes accompanied by Agent 99. 

agente 99
Agent 99 was a detective who worked for a secret spy agency known as Control, which fought kaos, which was another
international spy agency and which, like Control, was based in some imaginary city in the United States of America (U. 
S.  To.  )  .  Agent 99 usually operated with Super Agent 86. 

agente 99
Agent 99 was a detective working for a secret spy agency known as Control, and fighting against Kaos, which was
another international spy agency, which like Control, was based in some imaginary city in the United States of America
(U. S. To.  )  .  Agent 99 was played by actress Barbara Feldon and in the television series she usually operated with
Super Agent 86. 

agente causal
Causative agent is any animal, vegetable, phenomenon, physical or chemical condition, substance living or inanimate,
that is found in the environment or space occupied by the 40 man; be human ) and to come into contact with it can
cause you damage or an important organic lesion or a functional disturbance.

agente de servicio
A customer service agent, also called a customer service advisor, is the person who provides advice to customers or
users of the company or entity for which he works. 

agente especial
A special agent is a detective or investigator attached to the Federal Agency of investigation (F.  (B).  (I).  ), which are
assigned specific, especially in cases of care and a little complex missions.

agente infeccioso
An infectious agent is an organism or micro-organism ( parasite, virus, bacterium, fungus, etc.  ) It is capable of
producing an infection or an infectious disease.

agente patógeno
Pathogen: Also called etiological factor, is any agent capable of producing disease or damage in the biology of the host
or live where houses ( human, animal, vegetable, etc.  ).

agente secreto
A secret agent is an investigator attached to a law enforcement, law enforcement or a division or office of state
investigations or intelligence.  The secret agent always wears civilian costume, is equipped with a short-range automatic
weapon and sometimes operates undercover.

aglutininas
Agglutinins: f. (Plural ) Generic name of antibodies that produce agglutination of bacteria and other cells in suspension.



agridulce
It has a mixture of sour and sweet. 

agroalfareria
Agroalfareria: f. relative to agriculture and pottery. For example, in an agroalfareria store could sell vaccines for cattle,
cortamalezas and pottery, among many other products.

agroalfarería
Agro-pottery is the art of making clay and ceramic vessels and simultaneously engaged in the cultivation of the land. 

agroindustrial
Belonging to or related to agriculture and industry. 

agrutinar
agrutinar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "agglutinate" being its meaning:<br>Join or collect different
things into one or more groups or to form a whole.

agua aromática
An aromatic water is a beverage that is prepared with herbs or aromatic plants such as Melissa or peppermint, which is
usually taken in the morning instead of coffee or red wine.

agua bendita
Holy water: water, which, according to popular belief, to be blessed by a priest or a Bishop, can cure or relieve any evil
or medical condition.

agua de arroz
Rice Water is a refreshing drink whose ingredients are: water, rice, sugar, cinnamon and crushed ice.  For preparation,
the rice is cooked with cinnamon and enough water, then sugar is added to taste and blended with shredded ice. 

agua de jamaica
Jamaican Water : Refreshing drink that is prepared using as the main ingredient calyxes or sepals of the jamaican
flower. 

agua de limón
Lemon water, also known as lemonade is a refreshing drink, made mainly with lemon sumo. 

agua de maíz
Water of corn: in Colombia, refreshing drink that is prepared by adding ice and sugar to the water that remains after
having cooked corn to make muffins or pies.   "I thirst, it causes me a glass of water of well frosted corn ".

agua de mayo
May rain, rain in the month of May.



agua de panela
In some countries of South America, refreshing drink whose ingredients are: water, brown sugar, lemon juice and
crushed ice, which can be consumed at any time or as accompaniment to meals.

agua dulce
Anyone who hears of " water sweet " you might think that it is is referring to a certain amount of water that has been
sweetened or containing sugar. In this regard, it must be clarified that fresh water is the water of rivers, glaciers,
streams, lakes, lagoons, swamps, streams, etc. The name " 34 freshwater; originated from the description of the water
in contrast with the water of the seas ( saltwater ).

agua limpia
It is that portion of water that is free of contamination and impurities, and therefore is suitable for human consumption.
Antonym : dirty water . 

agua lluvia
It is the water that falls when it rains; that falls from the clouds. 

agua potable
Water that has been treated or subjected to a process of purification and purification, and thus suitable for human
consumption.

agua puerca
In the colloquial language, call you sow water water dirty, filthy and full of impurities.

agua sucia
Dirty water: It is said of the water is not clean, on the other hand is filthy and full of impurities, and that is usually found in
ponds, puddles, pozuelas, pozuelos, dimples, abandoned pools, ditches, etc.

agua viva
It is clean, pure and crystal clear water that wells and flows naturally.  The expression "living water" appears in several
Biblical stories.  For example, in John 4:10: Jesus answered and said to him: "If you knew the gift of God, and who is
who says to you: give me a drink;" you ask him, and he would give you living water."

aguacatero
Aguacatero (and aguacatera) .    1- Person who is dedicated to the cultivation of avocado.      2- Person who is
dedicated to the sale of avocado. 

aguachica
Aguachica is a municipality in Colombia, located in the Department of Cesar; It has a population of approximately 150.
000 inhabitants.  Inhabitants: aguachiquense.

aguadulce
Aguadulce: Municipality of Spain, in the province of Seville.



aguaitar
Aguaitar is a verb that is also used as a synonym for abuaitar, which means look, observe.

aguardientazo
An aquellos is a great liquor drink.

aguarrás
Turpentine: m. volatile substance of turpentine which is used as a solvent in paints and varnishes.

aguas
Aguas , is a surname of Spanish origin . 

aguas negras
They are known as black water waste water or sewer.

aguascalientes
Aguascalientes: State of Mexico, bordering the States of Jalisco and Zacatecas. Capital: Aguascalientes. Fertile soil.
Thermal waters. Wines, tobacco. Metallurgy.

aguaslimpias
Aguaslimpias is one of those rare surnames, and although rare, is in some parts of Colombia and other South American
countries. This name is of unknown origin.

aguja magnetica
A magnetized or magnetized needle that points in the direction of Earth, pointing to the North and South poles magnetic
field is a magnetic needle.

agujero negro
A black hole, also called black hole is a celestial body of large size, possessing a gravitational force so great that not
even light can escape from it.

agüita
Aguita: Diminutive of water.

ah caramba!
Ah Jeez! It is an expression denoting surprise.

ah caramba!
Ah Jeez! It is an expression denoting surprise.

ah!
Ah! It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "ah!" being its meaning:<br>Ah!: interjection, used to express that
speak just to be has something. Example: " Oh, so you're on the gossip!  "



ahora mismo
It is an adverbial phrase which means: at this very moment, immediately, on the spot, immediately, now.

ahorrador
Saver ( ra ) .    1- Person who saves.   2- Person who has a savings account in a bank.    3- A saving bulb is a bulb
designed to operate with low energy consumption. 

ahuevar
1- Ahuevar : ( v .  tr ) Egg shape something.   2- Ahuevarse : ( v .  Pron.  ) Grief and give yourselftrouble.

ahuevarse
Ahuevarse, also ahave : Grieve, become discouraged, cower.

ahumar
Smoke.     ( v .  Tr.  ) 1- Put something in the smoke, make it receive it.   2- Expose a food to the action of smoke to
preserve it and so that it is not damaged. 

aided
Aided: Name own feminine is not very common, and coming from another female name: Aide; This in turn is a name of
Greek origin.

aislamiento medico
It may be a prescription which is ordered that a patient should remain isolated by present a characteristic clinical picture,
or which suggests the presence of a contagious disease.

ajedresista
ajedresista is incorrectly written, and should be written as a "chess player" being its meaning:<br>A person who is
engaged in playing chess, either professional or amateur.

ajofaina
Ajofaina: f. wide, shallow Bowl, which serves among other things to clean up: "Every morning the farmer fills the ajofaina
with warm water and washing face ". Synonyms: Aljofaina, basin, Bowl.

ajorar
Ajorar: vb. Annoy, harass.

al compás
To the beat: the rhythm, the sound.

al garete
Adrift: adrift, without control.

al mambo



It is a colloquial expression that means: to the dance, to the rumba, to enjoy.

al pie de la letra
To the letter: adverbial phrase which means: like, exactly.

al pie del cañón
Be at the foot of the Canyon is to be someone willing, helpful, available to act or to do something immediately.

al revés
Reverse: (loc.  Advisor.  ) To the contrary or reversing the order.

al tacto
The expression to the touch means: when touching.

alabio, alabao, alabim bom bao
It is a truncheon or cry to animate a person or a team which participates in a sporting competition.

alaraca
Alaraca: f. Bulla, bustle, scandal.

alá
Wing: Name giving to God as Muslims or Muslims.

alberche
River of Spain, was born in the sierra de Piedrahita (41 Avila; form the Burguillo reservoir, and empties into the Tagus.
190 Km.  approx.

albi-azul
Albi-Blue: ( adj.  )  Colors white and blue.

albi-celeste
Albiceleste: ( adj.  ) Applies to that which is formed by white and blue sky. For example, a shirt, a tie, a blouse, etc.

albumoides
Albumoides: m. Pl.   (Chemistry )  A group of proteins that are found in the animal body in solid state. They are insoluble
in water and in the fluids of the body, and not acids or diluted alkalis attack them, but by the action of heat transform into
jellies.

albumosas
Albumosas: f. ( Plural ) Intermediates between the acidalbuminas and the Peptones.

alcabala



Alcabala: f. 1 - old tax of Muslim origin of indirect character levied domestic commercial transactions. 2 police
checkpoint. In Venezuela the alcabalas function as checkpoints of the National Guard, mainly on roads and paths.

alcapurria
Alcapurria is the name given in Puerto Rico to a fried dish prepared with grated plantain, and stuffed with meat.  This
food is very similar to the carimañola that is prepared in Colombia, with the difference that the carimañola can be filled
with meat, chicken or cheese, depending on the taste. 

alcoser
Alcoser is a surname of Spanish origin. 

alegrías
Joy joy (plural of joy) is a typical sweet of San Basilio de Palenque in the Department of Bolivar in Colombia.  Its main
ingredients are corn, coconut and brown sugar.

aleluya
Alleluia: Voice that is used in the majority of religions in demonstration of joy or to accompany a praise to God, Jesús of
Nazareth or a divinity.

alergólogo
Allergologist : Physician who has specialized in allergology. 

alerta roja
Red Alert: Alert being declared at times of great danger, especially to the imminence of a natural disaster, for example a
flood, tornado, etc.

alessandro
Alessandro, is a masculine given name believed to be of Greek origin and may have been derived from the proper name
Alexander. 

alexandro
Alexandro , is a masculine given name of Spanish origin; it may have been derived from the proper name Alexander. 

alexis
Alexis: Name own male and female of Greek origin. While originally it was only male proper name, now well be called
Alexis a man or a woman.

alf
Alf, was an alien who starred in the television series of the same name.  Alf came from an imaginary planet called
Melmac, spoke Spanish well and as a main feature was fed with cat meat. 

alfa ocho
Los Alfa 8 is a Colombian music group; performs mainly tropical music. 



alfa-numérico
It refers to that which is composed of letters and numbers.

alfano
Alfano, is a surname believed to be of Italian origin, and may have been derived from the Spanish-born surname Alfaro. 

algodón de azúcar
It is a candy consisting of a series of threads of sugar that resembles a cotton ball, and placed on a stick.

algontina
Algontina: f. variety of coloformo that is used as an anesthetic for the extraction of wisdom teeth.

algontina
Algontina: f. variety of chloroform that is used as an anesthetic for the extraction of wisdom teeth.

algunos paises son satelites de otros
The person who sent the expression might mean that the universe some bodies are satellites of other bodies, as for
example in the Moon, which is the natural satellite of the Earth.

alhambra
Alhambra: Palace and fortress of the Moorish Kings of Granada, masterpiece of the Spanish-Muslim architecture. It was
started by Mohamed I in the middle of the 13th century, but almost everything is from the 14th and 15th. Its name means
"34Th red; by the color of their external walls made of compacted clay ( 41 mud;

aliarse
Ally: (v.   pron.  ) Join one person with another or others for a particular purpose.

aligator
The alligator or alligator is a reptile like the crocodile but smaller than this one, broad and flattened, snout that inhabits
rivers of the tropical and wet areas in America and Asia. It is carnivorous and can achieve the four meters in length.

aliser
Aliser, also called desriz is a treatment or cosmetic procedure that modifies the structure of the hair from curly to
smooth.  Synonyms: straightening, smoothing, desriz.

alma máter
It is a Latin expression used in Spanish to refer to the University.

almagro
Almagro, is the name of a district of the city of Buenos Aires, Argentina. This neighborhood is so huge and popular to a
football team of the city named in his honor: San Lorenzo de Almagro.

almohadazo



An almohadazo is a blow given with a pillow.

almojábana
Almojabana: f. typical muffin from the Colombian Atlantic coast. Some of its ingredients are: flour, cheese or egg; sugar
or brown sugar.

aloe
Aloe vera, better known in South America as aloe vera, is a plant native to North Africa, which is attributed a series of
healing properties and powers; One of these powers is, according to popular belief, that when placed behind the door at
the entrance of a house, this plant can counteract all kinds of curse. 

aloe vera
The aloe vera, better known in South America as Aloe Vera, is a plant native to North Africa, which has many medicinal
properties. This plant, according to popular belief, to be placed behind the door at the entrance of a House, can counter
all kinds of hex.

aló
Hello, is an interjection used to answer the phone, can be used several times in a call, for example, when the call is
choppy. 

aló moto
It is the characteristic ringtone of Motorola brand cell phones. 

aló presidente
To what Carmen E said.  Rivas, it should be added that in the aforementioned television program, Hugo Chavez scolded
his collaborators and mocked his opponents, the viewers, and even, mocked himself. 

alquiler de niños
It is a practice that is becoming common, in which some people living in humble or marginalized neighborhoods, rented
to their children, preferably with a disability, another avivato will use them to ask for alms on public roads, in shopping
malls, residential areas and even in urban transport buses.

alta cocina
It is defined as "high cuisine" to that style of cuisine that is characterized by a high refinement in its preparations, by the
use of excellent quality food products and by the capacity and professionalism of the chefs and cooks involved in such
preparations.

alta cocina
It is defined as "high cuisine" to that style of cuisine that is characterized by a high refinement in its preparations, by the
use of excellent quality food products and by the capacity and professionalism of the chefs and cooks involved in such
preparations.

alumnado
Students: m. set of students in an educational establishment.



alunizaje
Moon landing: Action of land.

alunizar
Land: vb. Descend and remain a ship on the surface or soil from the moon.

alverja
For some people, the word "alverja" does not exist or is misspelled, however the RAE certifies that it does exist in the
Spanish language and is well written.  It is synonymous with "pea", moreover, it has another synonym: "alberja".  It is a
legume plant, edible seed. 

alzhéimer
Alzheimer's: (m.  ) Mental progressive and irreversible disease characterized by a degeneration of the nerve from the
brain cells and a decrease in brain mass.  The signs and basic symptoms are loss of memory, the temporary
disorientation and intellectual impairment; This last leads to an intellectual disability.

am
AM, stands for before meridian (before noon). 

ama de llaves
He is known as a housekeeper to the employee household responsible for the Administration and functioning of a House
and whose Manager are the keys to this.

amachada
In the colloquial language, a "amachada" is that woman is tomboy, for his way of acting, behaving and dressing is similar
to a man.

amadeo
Amadeo Carrizo: ex-footballer Argentine that is played as a goalkeeper. He played in several teams of Argentina and
Colombia. It is characterized by rejecting head hit the shots or shots on the goal, made by the opponents.

amarilis
Amaryllis: f. (Bot.  )  Plant bulbous, remarkable for the size and colour of its flowers. Capsular fruit.

amarilídeo
Name of certain Angiosperms plants dicotyledonous, purplish white flowers and low odor, or some unpleasant smell. To
this family belong the plant called amormio.

amarillar
flame is incorrectly written and it should be written as "yellow" being its meaning:<br>Yellow: ( vb.  ) Shooting yellow or
begin to yellow something, especially a fruit.

amarillito
Amarillito: Diminutive of yellow.  Be amarillito is to be astounded, dumbfounded.



amarillo chillón
It says the yellow when it is too lively.

amarillo oliva
The color yellow olive obviously does not exist. Yellow relates you with: light yellow, dark yellow, yellow chick and garish
yellow.

amarizaje
Landing: 1 - action posing a seaplane at sea. 2. action to settle an aircraft in the waters of the sea. Applies especially
when the pilot try emergency by a mechanical failure. 3. action of dropping an aircraft into the sea.

amarrador
Binder, ( 41 ra;: person who ties or links cattle and beasts.

amateur
Amateur: ( French word ) In Spanish is pronounced " amater " and usually appoints a player who just starts in any sport.

ambientalista
Environmentalist: (adj.  ) 1 – person who is a specialist in science and environmental issues.   2. a person who actively defends the environment.

ambigüedad
Quality of ambiguous.

amebicida
Medicine that is capable of eliminating amoebas.

améis
Love: Of verb amar. You worship. According to the Gospel of John (John 13-34 ) Jesus told his disciples a few days
before his arrest: "A new commandment I give unto you: that love each other ".

amén
Amen: 1- Word that means "so be it", with which some religious prayers end.   2 Parabra that is used to manifest desire
that what someone says has effect or is fulfilled.  For example, when someone says, "God bless you," the listener
responds, "Amen." 

américo
Americo: Name own male. Its origin must be in one of the 40 Americas; South America, Central America or North
America ).

amigazo
Great friend: Good friend, great friend, friend's heart.

amigo de cuatro patas



A four-legged friend could be a dog that accompanies his master, a horse that on his back transports his owner or any
other domestic quadruped like the donkey that is used in some tasks in the countryside and the city.

amigo dulce
It's a game on the day of love and friendship in which those involved exchanged sweets gifts such as: chocolates,
marshmallows, etc.

amigote
Crony.    1- Augmentative of friend.   2- This word is widely used in a derogatory way to refer to those friends or
companions of adventures and francachelas of some characters such as politicians, public officials, etc. 

amiguis
Amiguis: Word used by some girls to mention his friend: "Do Hello amiguis, how you going?  ".

amiguito
Diminutive of friend.

amnistiable
It may be subject to amnesty.

amoldarse
Conform : ( v .   pronominal.  ) Adjust to something, adapt, become familiar. 

amor feo
ugly love is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Morpheus" being its meaning:<br>In Greek mythology,
Morpheus is the God of sleep.

amoratado
1- Color similar to purple.   2- That pulls purple. 

amorcito
Love : 1- Affectionate treatment between couples .   Honey, my darling.

amorfo
Amorphous: adj. It has no form: the glass is an amorphous material.

amoríos
Love affairs, Plural of amour: falling in love. Synonyms: I courtship, I Trilled.

amorocho
Amorocho is a surname of unknown origin, which can be found in Colombia and Spain.



amovible
Removable: adj. said is the employment from which the holder can be removed. Antonym: Inamovible.

amperaje
Amperage.    ( masculine noun )    The number of amps acting on an electrical device or system. 

amperímetro
Ammeter.     ( masculine noun )    A device used to measure the number of amps in an electric current. 

anaeróbico
Anaerobic or anaerobic: adj. In biology, micro-organism which is able to live and develop in the absence of oxygen.
Synonym: Extremofilo.

analista de crédito
Credit Analyst is in a bank or any other financial institution, the person responsible for the study of requests for credit to
that person or entity is viable or suitable to receive a credit.

analogía
Analogy: similarity. Relationship of similarity between two or more different things: "There are analogies between the
dog and the cat, because they are both mammals and both can be pets ". Synonym: similarity.

anarquista
Anarchist: A person that it tends to the abolition of the State understood as Government and opposition.

ancheta
An Ancheta is a small basket that contains within it a variety of products or goods for home or kitchen.

anchisimo
anchisimo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "place" being its meaning:<br>Very wide, very wide, too loose.

andar a la sopa boba
Walking the tolondra topa.    (Both expressions are colloquial ).

andar del timbo al tambo
Walk from one side to the other, here there, and without control.

andi
Andi : 1- Affectionate way to call or refer to Andrés .   2- National Association of Industrialists (ANDI).

andi
Andi : 1- Affectionate way to call or refer to Andrés .    2- National Association of Industrialists (A . N. D. ?.  )



andreas
Andreas Brehme is a former German footballer who played as a left back.  He participated with the national football
team in the World Cup in Italy (1990). 

andrew
Andrew (pronounced Endriu), is a masculine given name of English origin.  In Spanish it is equivalent to Andres. 

andré
André , is a Colombian company dedicated to the design and manufacture of classic and sports watches. 

androide
Android: m. anthropomorphic Robot that resembles the human being in its external characteristics, and mimics some
aspects of his conduct as the movements and speech, since it can be programmed for that walk and talk automatically.

anema
anema is incorrectly written, and should be written as "enema" being its meaning:<br>Enema: m. introduction of a tube
through the year to apply a liquid into the rectum for therapeutic purposes, for example to facilitate the evacuation of
feces. Synonym: enema.

angarilla
In the departments of Bolivar, Sucre and Cordoba in Colombia, called angarilla to chair that fits to the donkey in the loin,
which is a structure very different from the Chair of the horse. About the angarilla can go rider and the sides lies load
which can be two packages, two pitchers, or anything else.

angelito
Angel: m. diminutive of angel.

angina de pecho
Angina Pectoris: condition of the heart that occurs with painful crisis.

angkor
Angkor: Old religious city, capital of the Khmer Kings. It was founded by Yacovarman (889-900), and it was
subsequently taken by the Siamese. In 1907 he went to Cambodia, and on to Thailand (1941) and again to Cambodia
(1946).

anglosajones
Anglo-Saxon: m.   (Plural )  Generic name given to the set of angles, Saxons and Jutes, established in Great Britain at
the beginning of the middle ages.

anilingus
Anilingus: m. sexual practice in which man stimulates the anal area with the lips and tongue ( 41 year input; and perianal
of his sexual partner.

animalejo



Colloquially, an animalejo is an object, apparatus, device or else as a car, a bus, a truck, etc.; This term is used
especially in the departments of Magdalena, Bolivar, Sucre and Cordoba, in Colombia.

animalista
An animal is an advocate for animals.

animalito
Animal: Diminutive of animal.

anopheles
Anopheles or Anopheles: adj.  It said were of the mosquito that transmits malaria fevers. It belongs to the family of
Diptera. It has long Horn and as long as her palps. There are different species. Developed, especially in flooded waters
and marshes.

anosmia
Anosmia : ( s .   F.  ) Total loss of smell .

anoxemia
Anoxemia: s. f.   ( Med.  ) Lack of oxygenation of the blood.

ansioso
Anxious (and anxious).   Person who has craving or vehement desire for something

antagonista
Antagonist: In biochemistry, natural or synthetic substance that neutralizes or cancels the action and the effects of other
suntancia. Examples: The Antivitamina is antagonist the Multivitamin and vitamin. And the alkali is antagonist of acids.

antagonista
Antagonist: In biochemistry, natural or synthetic substance that neutralizes or cancels the action and the effects of other
substance. Examples: The Antivitamina is antagonist the Multivitamin and vitamin. And the alkali is antagonist of acids.

anteanoche
Jewish: Advisor. 1. in the night before yesterday night. 2. on the evening of the day before yesterday. Also written before
last night ( ) separated, but never antesdeanoche ( United ). Synonym: yesterday

anteayer
The day before yesterday (also antier and before yesterday), is the day that preceded yesterday's day. 

antenoche
The night before.     ( also before last night and before last night ) .  It means: On the night before yesterday. 

antepenúltimo
Antepenultimate ( and antepenultimate ) .  Immediately preceding the penultimate . 



antes de ayer
Before yesterday, also known as the day before yesterday or the day before yesterday, is the day preceding the day of
yesterday.

antes y despúes
The " before and after " It is a graphic or a photo that shows the amount of time before and after an event or a State, for
example, surgery to correct obesity, in this case will be shown the photo of the person, before surgery, when I was
obese; and another photo after the surgery.

anti-adherente
Anti-adhesive : ( or also non-stick ) That prevents or prevents adhesion.

anti-corrosivo
A substance or a non-corrosive material ( ) It is one or the one who serves to protect a surface or a material of a
degradation process called corrosion.

anti-cuerpo
Dot or better antibody: protein substance produced by the immune system to block and neutralize substances harmful
and foreign to the body, called antigens. It reacts in observable way with those specific antigens.

anti-drogas
1 DEA anti-drug agency   ( Drug Enforcement Administration ) in Spanish Federal Drug Enforcement Administration, is
the secret body of the Justice of the United States of America, dedicated to the fight against smuggling, trade and
consumption of hallucinogenic drugs. 2. the anti-drug dogs are dogs trained to detect the presence of hallucinogenic
drugs. These dogs are used mainly at airports, seaports and river ports.

anti-fermento
Antifermento: m. substance that counteracts the action of the enzymes or enzyme.

anti-pénal
In football, the goalkeeper anti-criminal is the Archer specialist in tackling the collections from the point criminal.

anticaspa
An anti-dandruff substance is a substance that is used to prevent dandruff.

anticelulítico
It is called cellulite and anti-cellulite product or treatment that prevents, reduces, or eliminates cellulite.

anticlinal
Anticline: (Geol.  )  It is said is the axis or line from which levels of ground follow opposite directions forming convex
folds.

anticoagulante
Substance or medicine used to prevent or inhibit blood clotting .



anticonceptivo no es lo mismo que antes de
Anti is a prefix that has several meanings: opposition and prevention against, are two of them. In the case of
anti-conceptivo, it is prevention of conception;  before refers to an action that takes place prior to another: " I wash my
hands before eating ". That is why the phrase the contraceptive may not mean the same as the phrase before.

anticovid
That prevents, fights or eliminates Covid.  Example: anti-covid vaccine. 

anticristo
Antichrist: Being evil that according to the biblical account embodied in the book of St. John, will appear before the
second advent of Jesus to seduce Christians and separate them from their faith and their church. 

anticuagulante
anticuagulante is incorrectly written, and should be written as "anticoagulant" being its meaning:<br>Blood thinner: (
Med.  ) Substance or medication that serves to inhibit or slow the clotting of blood.

antideportivo
1- That lacks sportsmanship.    2- In football, an unsportsmanlike move is a play in which a player commits a foul with
bad intention, which can put at risk the integrity of the opposing player. 

antidepresivos
Antidepressants are those drugs that are used to combat depression.

antifonario
Antiphonary: m. book of Chorus containing the antiphons for the entire year. Synonym: antiphonal.

antihistamínicos
Antihistamines are those drugs that are used to combat allergies.

antiinflamatorio
Anti-inflammatory drugs are all those drugs used to prevent or to reduce inflammation.

antiinflamatorios
An anti-inflammatory is a medicine that your doctor prescribed to counteract an inflammatory process in a patient.

antimateria
Antimatter: f. ( physics )  Substance of structure reverse to the matter, the nucleus of the atoms would be made up of
neutral particles ( 41 neutrons;  and charged particles negatively ( 41 antiprotons; while in the orbital layers would be
positive particles instead of electrons. By now the antimatter exists only in theory, but recently has been achieved
experimentally antiproton.

antinarcoticos
Counter-narcotics is written (with accent).   A narcotics dog is a dog trained to detect, through smell, any amount and
type psychoactive substance.



antioquense
Antioquense: A person born in the Department of Antioquia, in Colombia. Synonym: Antioqueño.

antioqueñita
Antioquenita, is the diminutive of Antioquia, in turn, Antioquia is the adjective of the women born in the Department of
Antioquia, in Colombia.

antipirético
An antipyretic, also known as killer or febrifuge is all medication used to fight fever.

antipiréticos
Antipyretics: Plural of antipyretic.  The antipyretic, also known as fever and febrifugos are those drugs that are used in
the treatment of fever.

antipiréticos
Antipyretics: Plural of antipyretic.  The antipyretic, also known as fever and febrifugos are those drugs that are used in
the treatment of fever.

antiplan
Antiplan, is the name some plans receive in virgin cell company. 

antipólvora
In Cali (Colombia) the National Police has just launched the Anti-Powder Patrol, which is a patrol in charge of the control
and seizure of gunpowder, to prevent accidents caused by the handling of this explosive substance. 

antisismo
Antisocial is a technique used in architecture which consists in strengthening the foundations, columns and walls of
buildings and other constructions, in such a way that they can withstand the onslaught of an earthquake.

antisísmico
Anti-seismic: Architectural design which consists of reinforcing foundations, walls, columns, beams of mooring, walls,
etc., in such a way that houses, buildings and constructions can resister the onslaught of earthquakes or earthquake.

antivalores
Referred to as possitive the whole of harmful behaviors and attitudes or negative positions taken or adopted by some
human beings at any given time.

antivirus
Antivirus : 1- In medicine, drug that is used to prevent or fight infections caused by a virus .   2- In computer, program
that is able to detect and remove a computer virus that threatens to affect the functionality of a computer, a tablet, a
smartphone, etc.

antofagastina
Antofagastino, na: natural person of the city of Antofagasta in Chile.



antonella
Antonella: Name own feminine of latin origin. It comes from Antonia. It's beautiful as a flower; expressive, emotional and
talented.

antonimo de desasosiego
Another antonym of dasasosiego is quiet. The antonym word should always be written with tilde.

any
Any, or Ani: feminine proper name of South American origin. It could have derived from Anna, Anabel, Anita, Tazzz or
Tazzz. The majority of women with those names are sensitive, restless and submissive; that they look at them and
admire them like some.

añales
It is clear that her friend is expressed colloquially, and what he meant is that it was many years or long that not traveling
by bus to the capital.

añingotarse
Bend a person squatting, i.e. supporting the buttocks on the heels.

añito
Añito, it's the diminutive of the year. 

año nuevo
Known as new year to the period of time from 0 h ( 00: 00 ) until 6:00 AM day 1 January; even, sometimes called new
year to the first week of January.

año nuevo
Also referred to as new year in the traditional celebration that is celebrated the arrival of a new year. The celebration can
begin in the early hours of the night of December 31 and extend into the early hours of the morning of January 1.

año viejo
The year old doll is a doll that is shaped like a person, is elaborated by introducing large amounts of gunpowder inside to
be on at 12:00 in the evening of 31 December, so welcome to the new year. In many cities the authorities have opted to
prohibit this practice, since it represents a risk to the integrity and life of people when this snowman begins to make
explosion.

años dorados
Referred to as years gold to the socio-economic period since the end of World War II in 1945 until 1973.

apache
It is known as "apache" to a type of footwear widely used today.  It is a casual footwear that can be combined with
sportswear and classic clothing. 

aparataje



Equipment: Set of devices.

aparataje
Apatataje: A set of devices.

aparta hotel
An aparta hotel, or apartment, is a building designed to possess both apartments and rooms to receive or to host
guests.

apartado aéreo
It was a service offered by post offices, which consisted of renting a section or box with an identification number, which
allowed the user to deposit and store their correspondence.  With the implementation of e-mail, this service has been
practically deprecated. 

apartaestudio
A Studio ( Studio ) It is an apartment that consists of a single multi-functional room that serves as a study or work, and at
the same time serves as a bedroom; It also has a kitchen, bathroom and laundry.

apartamentero
Apartment : Thief who enters houses and apartments to steal .

apartheid
Apartheid: (Word afrikaans which is the Germanic language derived from Dutch, spoken in South Africa )  Racial
segregation enforced in the Republic of Sudrafica by the white race over the black. The leader of South Africa's Nelson
Mandela was always against apartheid.

apasionadamente
Passionately : ( adv .  ) Passionately, with desire, with passion, with love.

apercollar
Apercollar: vb.   ( colloquial ) Strongly embrace. 2 Surround with arms a woman to a man, through this neck and
squeezing a bit, especially when they dance: "I like to dance with Lucia because I apercolla strong ".

apiñar
Crowding ( v .  Tr.  ) Stacking, gathering or grouping people or things.

apiñarse
Crowding ( v .  Pron.  ) Meet or group together in one place, in a disorderly manner a group of people or animals.

aplastarse
Pinching: (v.  pron.  colloquial).    Sit, sit back.

aplausos



Applause: Plural of applause.  Sign of approval or enthusiasm by slaps to make noise.  The applause are usually
accompanied with voices and cries happy and festive.

aplicador
An applicator is a small device specially designed to deliver medicine into a cavity. 

apocalipsis
Revelation: 1 - is the name of the last book of the Bible where you will find a series of revelations and prophecies
concerning the end of the world.   2. catastrophic event, cataclysm.   3 revelation, prophecy.

apoderado judicial
In law, the legal representative is the professional of law ( 41 lawyer; who has the power and who has received to broad
and sufficient to defend or represent a person or an entity in a judicial process. There is the judicial representative of the
applicant, the respondent and the civil part.

apoderarse
Seize: 1 - appropriating, to become owner of a person or thing violently. 2 dominate a feeling the State of mind of a
person: "The ira seized Jose ".

apodíctico
Apodictic, ca: adj.  Admits no contradiction.

aporrear
club.      ( v .   Tr.  )  .   Hitting someone with a or any other blunt object. 

aporrearse
Get over it.      ( v .    pronominal) Hitting someone with something. 

apostolado
1- Teaching and propagation of Christian doctrine.   2- Congregation of the Holy Apostles.   3 - Set of apostles who
preach the Christian faith. 

app
An app (application English), is a software application for smartphones, tablets and other mobile devices.

apremio
Enforcement: m. action promptly, to make someone do something as soon as possible.

apretadito
Passionate: ( or apretaito ) 1-diminutive of tight.  2. gently tight.

apretaditos
Huddled together dancing is dancing pegaditos, abrazaditos.



apretar las clavijas
Colloquial expression. Place order. Give control to something or someone.

apropiarse
Adapt: ( 41 verb; Appropriating, seize a person of something, it is said especially when used improperly.

aprovechados
Yes used is written correctly and its meaning is: exploited, das (Plural of exploited ). People who take the benefit of any
thing or situation, that take advantage of everything. We must remember that this word is a masculine and feminine
adjective.

aqareja
aqareja is incorrectly written, and should be written as "watercolor" being its meaning:<br>Technique of painting on
paper or cardboard, with colors diluted in water.

aquaman
Aquaman is a fictional character, a superhero that was part of the Super friends.  By his skill and speed to always swim
it was submerged in the waters of rivers and seas.  Along with Superman, he founded the Justice League, confront and
combat crime in all its manifestations.

aracataca
Aracataca is the name of a municipality in the Department of Magdalena, Colombia. This municipality is known
worldwide as the birthplace of the Nobel Prize in literature Gabriel García Márquez. Principal economic activities:
agriculture, livestock, fishing.

arajo
Arajo, is hell aphaeresis.  Used in Barranquilla and Santa Marta, in Colombia.

arauquita
Arauquita is a town and municipality in the Arauca Department, Colombia.  Its main economic activities are livestock and
agriculture.  

arbolear
Arbolear: vb.   ( colloquial ) Throw, throw, throw something or someone.

arbolear
Arbolear: vb.   ( colloquial ) Throw, throw, throw something or someone.

arboricidio
It is the act of cutting or rooting one or more trees.

arbustillo
Arbustillo: m. smaller plant than a shrub, which is usually planted in gardens.



arcángel del dinero
In Colombia, Julio Pérez, known as "The Archangel of Money" is a youtuber who has become famous for making
different runs in which he is dedicated to giving away money in large amounts, sometimes throwing said money to the
scuffle. 

archimillonario
Archmillionaire (and archmillionaire) .   A person who owns many millions. 

arenas
Arenas, is a surname of Spanish origin. 

arequipa
Arequipa: City of Peru in the Department of Arequipa. It borders to the North with the province of Cayllomana, to the
East by the Department of Puno and the Department of moquegua, to the South with the province of Islay and Camana
province West.

arequipe
Dulce de leche: Dessert of milk produced cooking milk and sugar at a high temperature for a long time.

aréola
Areola or areola: f. in anatomy, reddish circle that surrounds the nipple of the woman.

argentinos
Argentinos Juniors is the name of a football team based in Buenos Aires, Argentina.  

arguir
argue is incorrectly written, and should be written as "argue" being its meaning:<br>Remonstrate: ( vb. irreg.  ) Argue or
give reasons for or against something.

ariadna
Ariadne: Daughter of Minos. He fled with Theseus, who had given a thread so I could out of the maze after having been
killed by the Minotaur.

aribada
aribada is incorrectly written, and should be written as "arribada" being its meaning:<br>Action of arrival, arrival.

arica
Arica: Chile city in the province of Tarapacá. It is capital of the Department of its name. By the Chileno-Peruano Treaty
of 1929, Arica became definitively part of Chile.

ariete
In football, the battering ram, also called central ariete, Center front and centre forward, is the player who occupies the
Center on the front line or attack by his team. Usually marked with no. 9, has the main function of dribble and score
goals.



arimatea
Arimathea: Ancient city of Israel, patria chica de José de Arimatea, who buried Jesus in a tomb of his property.

aristi
"Aristi" is the nickname by which the former Colombian footballer Víctor Hugo Aristizábal Posada is known.  In his time
as a footballer he was also known as "aristigol". 

aritmética
Arithmetic is the branch of mathematics that deals with the study of numbers and the basic operations done with them:
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. 

arma de destrucción masiva
It is a biological, chemical or nuclear weapon designed to cause death to large numbers of people. 

armarse la gorda
Start a brawl, a disorder, a stampede, a heated discussion, etc.

armas
Weapons.    1- It is a surname of Spanish origin.    2- Plural of weapon.  A weapon is a tool that is used for defense and
attack. 

armatoste
Hulk: m. large, coarse, heavy thing and unhelpful: "That old TV is a Hulk, because it is huge and is not well ".

armenteros
Cipriano Armenteros, imaginary character of the song of the same name, performed by the " Salsa " Ismael Miranda.

armerita
Armerita is the name of the people born in the municipality of Armero, in the department of Tolima in Colombia.  This
municipality was hit by an avalanche on Wednesday, November 13, 1985.  The village disappeared because of the
disaster and very few people survived. 

arn
RNA: ribonucleic acid; m. abbreviation of 34 " fundamental agent in the synthesis of proteins.

aromatizada
An aromatized drink, also called aromatic water is a beverage to which have been added one or more flavouring
ingredients artificial or natural, found among the latter, Melissa, mint or peppermint, eucalyptus, etc.

aromatizante
Substance or product that is added to some foods and beverages to give them a characteristic smell or taste. 

arquero



Archer: (m.  ) 1 - in football, is the player who defends or cares for the goal and that it is also called goalkeeper,
goalkeeper, cuidapalos, guardavalla.   2. a person who practices archery.

arquímedes
Archimedes: Name own men of Greek origin. Some people are writing and pronounced Archimedes ( no accent ).

arranque
Starter: m. Also called motor of starter. Small electric motor that is powered by the battery current, and whose function is
to foster the startup or rotation of the engine of a car.

arrear
Arrear : ( v .   Tr.  ) 1- Stimulate or spur a cavalry to speed up the step or start the gallop.   2- Stimulate the donkey to
walk or to do it faster.

arrebatado
Snatched ( ) da: adj. crazed, frenzied, precipitated.

arrechera
Arrechera: Colloquial term is very used in Venezuela, meaning rage, tantrum, anger, anger, anger.

arrechito
Arrechito: Diminutive of horny, which means rabid, angry, furious in Venezuela.

arrecostar
arrecostar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "lie" being its meaning:<br>Tipping or somewhere the head or
other part of the body or something else.

arrecostarse
EasyChair is incorrectly written and should be written as curl up being its meaning: lie: (v.  Pro.  ) Lean a little supporting
body on something or someone.

arredondo
Arredondo: Surname of Spanish origin, comes from another surname of Spanish origin: round. The last name
Arredondo is very common in the Department of la Guajira in Colombia.

arremolino
Disorder or riot in which incurs a large number of people who are gathered: candidate could not deliver the speech
because in the square are armed an arremolino.

arrengar
arrengar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "derrengar" as meaning:<br>Derrengar: ( vb.  ) Hurting the
backbone of an animal or the spine or hips of a person. Synonym: Rengar.



arrequintar
Arrequintar: ( vb.   )  Tighten firmly with a rope, with a rope or anything.

arribaje
Arribaje: m. Arribada, action of arriving. To reach the goal. In French: Arrivée.

arrocero
Rice cook ( ra ) 1- Person who grows rice.    2- Belonging to or relating to rice. 

arrocito
Arrocito, is the diminutive of rice, used mainly in colloquial language. 

arropilla
In the Colombian Atlantic coast, an arropilla is a candy or sweet whose main ingredient is the brown sugar.

arroyito
1- It's a small stream.     2- Affectionate way to call or refer to someone named Arroyo .

arroz atollado
Atollado rice: In some regions of Colombia, rice prepared with vegetables ( coriander, chili pepper, scallion, carrot, etc. 
).  In other regions it is called rice apastelado.

arroz con mango
It is a colloquial expression referring to a confusing situation where reigns the chaos; a generalized disorder, riot, a
revolution. In Puerto Rico, with the same meaning used a vulgar and heavy gauge expression: " rice with ass ".

arroz de leche
Rice milk or rice pudding: portion of rice to cook it with milk, cinnamon smell Brad; adding lemon zest and vanilla, it gives
an appearance of flan or dessert. It can be served hot or cold and is very delicious.

arroz de palito
In the Colombian Caribbean coast called rice stick to prepared and cooked with vermicelli rice.

arroz mazacotudo
Rice said that having a bad cooking, remains as a mazacote.

arroz mixto
It is prepared with chicken, beef, shrimp and pork rice.

arroz trifásico
Three-phase rice is prepared with three different types of meat. For example: chicken, beef and pork.



arteriografía
Arteriography: f. ( Med.  ) Imaging test that is done with x-rays and a special dye to see inside of the arteries in the
human body.

arthur
Arthur, is a masculine given name believed to be of English origin.  In Spanish it is equivalent to Arthur. 

asalariado
Wage, da: ( adj.  ) Person who performs a work or custom in a company, and that the work accrues a salary. The
employee can also earn service premiums, bonuses and commissions; payment for overtime or night surcharge, etc.
Synonyms: Employee, worker.

asambleísta
Person who is part of an assembly. 

aseikon
Aseikon was a brand of low quality watches, produced in Honk Konk by a company with the same name back in the
1970s.  At that time, some unscrupolote vendors went to where watchmakers to rip or erase the A and N to sell the
watch as an original Seiko. 

asesor virtual
A virtual advisor, also known as a virtual assistant is an advisor who attends over the Internet, that is, a consultant who
advises online. 

astisbar
Obviously, the term astisbar does not exist. The person that asks perhaps wanted to say " " glimpse.Glimpse: vb. Spot,
spot. Look carefully.

asusar
asusar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fuelling" being its meaning:<br>Inciting a dog or other animal for
the attack.

atacante
In football, the attacker is the player located on the line of attack or front. The attackers usually are three: the right
pointer, the centrodelantero and the left pointer, and all of them have the primary mission of going on the attack and
score goals.

atacar
Fall in and claim a man to a woman who is reluctant to accept it with Euston (Colloquial ). Example: "Adalberto is
attacking the new neighbor ".

atar cabos
It is a colloquial expression that means : reach conclusions based on reasoning close to logic. 



atisbar
1.-glimpse: vb. Observe or look with stealth.  2 grasp. 3 spot.

atolladero
1- Place full of mud where vehicles, people and animals get stuck.  Synonym : Atascadero .     2- Uncomfortable and
critical situation from which it is difficult to get out or get rid of. 

atollar
Mud: vb. Getting stuck in a neighborhood or quagmire any four-legged animal, particularly a horse, donkey, ox, cow, etc.

atontados
Stoned: Plural of groggy.

atoyar
The person that question was wrong, is mud. Mud: vb. Stuck in a neighborhood or quagmire any four-legged animal,
particularly a horse, donkey, ox, cow, etc.

atrancar
Wedge against: (v.  ) Place a locked door or window inside to prevent it from opening.  Synonym: Latch

atribuible
Attributable: That you can be attributed to someone or something: "The delay is attributable to the heavy traffic.

atribuibles
Attributable: (Plural of attributable ) That you can be attributed to someone or something: "In the service of power
failures are attributable to the lack of maintenance of the equipment ".

atribuir
Awarding a quality to a person or thing: Aloe Vera is attributed to various medicinal and curative properties.

atribuirse
Attribute : ( v .   Pron.  )  .   Assign yourself as your own some kind of action or quality. 

audi
Audi Coupe, is an automobile manufactured by the German automotive company Audi, which also manufactures the
audi sedan, among other car models.

audiólogo
He is a doctor specialized in audiology.

ausentarse
Absent: (v.  pron.  ) Go or move a person from one place, especially if it is the place where he resides or where it goes
quite often.



ausentismo
Absenteeism: 1 - practice or habit of a person does not go to work or be absent from this. 2. the usual practice of a
college student does not attend the classroom or leave this to perform research and fieldwork, and then present the
results to the professor.

ausentista
Says the College student that he is absent from the classroom and prefers to do research and fieldwork to then present
the results to the professor.

auspiciador
A sponsor ( ra ) It is a person who sponsors something or someone.

auspiciadores
Sponsors: Plural of sponsor. Are people that sponsor something or to someone.

auto de detención
In the Colombian criminal justice system, the detention order was a legal figure that was replaced by the measure of
assurance, which is nothing more than a sentence whereby a judge ordered the detention of a defendant in prison
Center.

auto señuelo
A lure, also known as auto bait car is a car equipped with hidden microphones and video cameras, and power-off
system remote control, is leaving in a street for a criminal to steal it. When this happens, detectives, that are near,
initiated the persecution and at the opportune moment to activate the auto shut-off system and capture the criminal.

auto-ajustable
Self-adjusting (adj.  ) Is applied to everything what can be adjusted or automatically adapt to any situation, or any
change or modification.

auto-gol
In football, a goal is a goal that marks a jugagador by inserting the ball accidentally into his own goal.

auto-retráctil
The self-retracting selfie camera is the novelty that incorporates the Huawei brand in your Y9 phone.  It is a front camera
located at the top of the phone and that is displayed when the "front camera" option is activated.

autoalquilar
Self-rent: 1- This word does not exist in the Spanish language, however in colloquial language it could be defined as:
Renting a real estate or anything else to oneself.   2- Self-rental.  This last word could be defined as: Car Rental, but in
this case it would be better written as: Auto Rental or Auto-Rental. 

autobanco
It is known as autobanco to a special service provided by some banks, consists of locating ATMs in an area where they
can reach and stop the cars, so that from these, without getting off, the cardholders can make withdrawals,
consultations,  among other banking operations.



autocensura
Self-nsorship : ( s .   F.  ) Censorship by someone on their own work. 

autocontrol
Control itself, control own impulses and reactions.

autocontrol
Control yourself, control own impulses and reactions.


